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1.      Introduction   

 

         The concept of slant submanifolds has been defined by B.Y. Chen [9] as 

natural generallization of both holomorphic and totally real immersions. After 

then many research articles have been appeared on the existence of these 

submanifolds in various know spaces. A. Lotta [12] investigated properties of 

slant submanifolds of an almost contact metric manifolds. L. Cabrerizo and others 

[6] investigated slant submanifolds of a Sasakian manifolds. Semi-slant 

submanifolds of Kaehler manifold N. Papaghich [13], as a naturel generalization 

of slant submanifolds. Bi-slant submanifolds was also introduced in a almost 

Hermitian manifold.  Carriazo [7] defined and studied bi-slant submanifolds in an 

almost Hermitian manifold and gave the notion of pseudo-slant submanifold in an 

almost Hermitian manifold. V.A. Khan and others [11], defined and studied the 

contact version of pseudo-slant submanifold in a Sasakian manifold. CR-

submanifold of a Kahlerian manifold is defined and studied by A. Bejancu [2]. On 

the other hand, semi-invariant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold was given and 

studied by A. Bejancu and N. Papaghiue [1]. These submanifolds are closely 

related to CR-submanifolds in a Kahlerian manifold. However the existence of the 

structure vector field implies some important changes. 

 

2.   Preliminaries  

 

        Let M be a real )12( n  dimensional differentiable manifold, endowed with 

an almost contact metric structure ),,,( gf  . Then we have  

        (a)  If 2
     (b) 1)(         (c) 0f        (d) 0)( f        (1) 
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(e) ),()(  XgX       (f) )()(),(),( YXYXgfYfXg   

for any vector field YX , tangent to M , where I  is the identity on the tangent 

bundle MT , f is a tensor field of the type (1, 1),   is a 1-form,   is a vector 

field and g is a Riemannian metric on M . Throughout the paper, all manifolds 

and maps are differentiable of class
C .We denote by )(MF  the algebra of the 

differentiable functions on M and by )(EF  the )(MF module of the sections of a 

vector bundle E over M . 

       The Niyembuis tensor field, denoted by fN , with respect to the tensor field

,f  is given by 

         ],,[],[],[],[),( 2 fYXfYfXfYXffYfXYXN f      )(, MTYX   

And the fundamental 2-form is given by 

      ),(),( fYXgYX                                                   (2) 

The curvature tensor field of M , denoted by R  with respect to the Levi-Civita 

connection  , is defined by  

      ZZZY)Z(X,R Y][X,XYYX           )(, MTYX                     (3) 

Definition 2.1 (a) An almost contact metric manifold M ),,,( gf   is called 

normal if  

       0),(2),(   YXdYXN f      )(, MTYX                               (4) 

Or equivalently (cf. [12] ) 

 ),()()( YgYffYf XXfX       )(, MTYX   

(b) The normal almost contact metric manifold M  is called cosympletic if 

0 dd . 

         Let M be an almost contact metric manifold M . According to [8] we say 

that M is a quasi-Sasakian manifold if and only if   is a killing vector field and  

        fXfXX YYgYf  )(),()(             )(, MTYX                     (5) 

Next we define a tensor field F of type (1, 1) by 

       XFX    )( MTX                                          (6) 

Lemma 2.1 Let M be a quasi-Sasakian manifold. Then we have 

       (a)  0)(  Xf  )( MTX    (b)    FoffoF                                          (7) 

       (c)   0F         (d)   0),(),(  FYXgYFXg )(, MTYX   

       (e)   0oF        (f)   YXRYFX ),()(            )(, MTYX   

Let M be submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M and denote by N  the unit 

vector field normal to M . Denote by the same symbol g the induced tensor metric 

on M , by  the induced Levi-Civita connection on M and by TM the normal 

vector bundle to M . The Gauss and Weingarten formula are  

            ),( YXhYY XX                                                 (8) 

            ,NXAN XNX

 )(, TMYX  ,                             (9) 
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where NA  is the shape operator with respect to the section .N  It is known that  

          ),()),,(( YXAgNYXhg N      )(, TMYX   )(  TMN              (10) 

For any TMX  ,  MTN   we write 

         NXPXfX          ),( MTNXTMPX                         (11) 

        nNtNfN              ),( MTnNTMtN                           (12) 

The submanifold M  is invariant if N  is identically zero. On the other hand, M  

is anti-invariant if T  is identically zero. From (1) and (11), we have 

          ),(),( YTXgTYXg                                               (13) 

for any TMYX , . From now on, we put 
2PQ  . We define 

           YQQYYQ XXX  )(                                              (14) 

           YTTYYT XXX  )(                                                (15) 

           YNNYYN XXX  )(                                              (16) 

for any TMYX , . In view of (8), (11), and (6) it follows that 

           FXX                                                            (17) 

           0),( Xh                                                           (18) 

 

3.  Pseudo-slant submanifolds of quasi-Sasakian manifolds 

 

Definition 3.1. Let M  be a submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M . For 

each non-zero vector X  tangent to M  at x , the angle ]
2

,0[)(


 x , between X  

and TX  is called the slant angle or the Wirtinger angle of M . If the slant angle is 

constant for each )(TMX   and Mx , then the submanifold is also called the 

slant submanifold. If 0  the submanifold is invariant submanifold. If 
2


   

then it is called anti-invariant submanifold. If ]
2

,0[)(


 x , then it is called 

proper-slant submanifold . 

         Now, we will give the definition of pseudo-slant submanifold which are a 

generalization of the slant submanifolds. 

Definition 3.2. Let M  be a quasi-Sasakian manifolds and M an immersed 

submanifold in M . We say that M  is a pseudo-slant submanifold of quasi-

Sasakian manifolds M  if there exist two orthogonal distributions D and D on 

M  such that 

(a)  TM  admits the orthogonal direct decomposition 
 DDTM ,  )(D  

(b)  The distribution D  is anti-invariant i.e., MTD  )( , 

(c) The distribution D  is a slant with slant angle 0 , that is, the angle between 

)(D  and D  is a constant. 
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From the definition, it is clear that if 0 , then the pseudo-slant submanifold is a 

semi invariant submanifold. On the other hand, if 
2


  , submanifold becomes 

an anti- invariant.   

        We suppose that M  is a pseudo-slant submanifold of quasi-Sasakian 

manifolds M  and we denote the dimensions of distributions D and D  by 1d  

and 2d , respectively, then we have the following cases: 

(a) If 02 d  then M  is an anti-invariant submanifold, 

(b) If 01 d and 0 , then M  is an invariant submanifold, 

(c) If 01 d and 0 , then M is a proper slant submanifold with slant angle  , 

(d) If 0. 21 dd  and ]
2

,0[


   then M  is a proper pseudo-slant submanifold. 

Theorem 3.1. Let M  be a submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M  such that 

TM . Then M  is slant if and only if there exists a constant ]1,0[  such that 

            IP2                                               (19) 

Furthermore, in such a case if θ is the slant angle of M  then  2cos . 

Proof:  Let M  be a slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M with slant 

angle TM. . Then 

         tcons
fX

PX

XfPX

XfPXg
tan

),(
cos                                  (20) 

for  )(TMX  . In this case, from (20) we have 

         XPXf cos                                                     (21) 

If we take the square (21) we get  

         2cos),(),( XfXfgXPPXg                                     (22) 

Moreover, 

         
XfPX

XfPXg

XfPX

XPXfg

XfPX

XfPXg ),(),(),(
cos                        (23) 

                                                  
XfPX

XPXg ),( 2

   

all vector field X . Then from (1), (20) and (23) we find 

                                     ),(,)((cos 22 XXPgXXXg    

In this case, we have  

                                               )(cos22 XXXP   

for any vector field TMX  That is, for all TMX   

              IP2 ,        2cos                               (24) 

Conversely, we now assume that the (19) holds. Then from (7) and (19) we obtain  

             
PX

X

XPX

XXXg

XPX

XXPg

XPX

XPXg 









 




),)((),(),(
cos

2
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Also by using (11), we conclude that  

            2cos                                                   (25) 

where   is constant because  is a constant, and so M is slant. 

Corollary 3.1. Let M  be a slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M  

with slant angle  . Then for any )(, TMYX   we have 

        )()(),(cos),( 2 YXYXgPYPXg                         (26) 

       )()(),(sin),( 2 YXYXgNYNXg                         (27) 

Proof: We can find with direct calculations using Theorem 3.1. 

Proposition 3.1. Let M  be a slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M . 

Then 0Q  if and only if M  is an anti-invariant submanifold of M . 

Proof: We denote the slant angle of M  by  . For any )(, TMYX  , since 
2PQ   and M  is a slant submanifold, we have 

         )(cos)( 2 YYYQ XXX                               (28) 

On the other hand, differentiating covariant derivative of  

  )(cos2 YYQY   in the direction of X  and using (3) and (6), we obtain 

                           XXX YYXYQY  )()(cos2                      

                   FXYFXYgYY XX )(),()(cos2                        (29) 

On the other hand, from (14), (28) and (29) we have 

        FXYFXYgYQQYYQ XXX )(),(cos)( 2                      (30) 

which implies that 0Q  if and only if 
2


  . Thus M  is an anti-invariant 

submanifold. 

Lemma 3.1. Let M  be a pseudo-slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold 

M . Then at each point p  of M , pQ  has only one eigenvalue  2cos . 

Proof. The proof is similar to that in [3], so we omit it. 

Theorem 3.2. Let M  be a submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M  such 

that TM . Then M  is a slant submanifold if and only if 

(a) The endomorphism DQ |  has only one eigenvalue at each point of M . 

(b) There exists a function ]1,0(: M  such that 

            FXYFXYgYQX )(),()(                                (31) 

for any )(, TMYX  . Furthermore, if   is the slant angle of M , then it satisfies 

 2cos . 

Proof. If M  is a slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian manifold M  with slant 

angle  , then Lemma 3.1 and (30) imply that the relations (a) and (b) are 

satisfied. 

        Conversely, let )( p  be the only eigenvalue of DQ |  at each point Mp . 

Moreover, let )(DY   be a unit vector associated with  , that is, YQY  . 

Then by virtue of (b) and differentiating the covariant derivative of YQY   in 

the direction of .X  We have 

                              YYQY XXX  )()(  
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                              YYXYQYQ XXX  )()()(  

                  YYXYQFXYFXYg XX   )()()(),(cos2  

                              ),(),(),()( YYQgYYgYYgX XX     

                               0),(),(  QYYgYYg XX   

that is,   is a constant function. In order to prove that M  is a slant submanifold, 

it is enough to show that there is a constant μ such that    IQ . For 

)(TMX   we can write  )(XXX  , where )()( DXXX   . 

So we have XQQX   and XQX   because IQ D | , that is, 

))((  XXQX  . Taking   , we get the desired assertion. 

Theorem 3.3. Let M  be a pseudo-slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian 

manifold M . Then  

         YAXA fXfY                                                (32) 

for all DYX , . 

Proof: In view of (10), 

        )),,(()),,((),( YZXfhgfYZXhgZXAg fY                  (33) 

By virtue of (8), (33) reduces to 

                                  ),(),(),( YXfgYXfgZXAg ZZfY                                         

                                   ),( YXfg Z     since MTXf Z

  

                         ),(),)(( YfXgYXfg ZZ                                         (34) 

Now, for  MTfXDX  ,  Hence, from (9) we have 

        fXZAXf ZfXZ

 )(                                            (35) 

Combining (34) and (35), we obtain 

        ),(),)((),( YZAgYXfgZXAg fXZfY                          (36) 

Since ),(),( XYhYXh  , if follows from (10) that  

                                             ),(),( ZYAgYZAg fXfX   

Hence, from (36) we obtain, with the help of (5), 

                  ),)(),((),(),( YXXggYZAgZXAg fZfZfXfY    

  ),()(),()( YgXXgY fZfZ                                   (37) 

Since DZYX ,,  an orthonormal distribution to the distribution   it follows 

that  0)()(  YX   Therefore, the above equation reduces to 

Theorem 3.4. Let M  be a pseudo-slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian 

manifold M . Then the distribution  D  is integrable. 

Proof:  Since ),(),( XYhYXh  , in view of (8) we see that 

        XYXY YXYX                                        (38) 

Let  DYDX ,,, , then  

                            ),(),(),(),)(( ZYgZYgZYgZYg XXXX   

or  
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                                            ).,(),(00 ZYgZYg XX   

Hence  

          ).,(),( ZYgZYg XX                                    (39) 

Now  

                               ),()],,([ TZXgTZXg X    

                                          ),( TZXg X    

                              ),(),( TZXgTZg X                                              (40) 

Since  DYDX ,  where D  and D  are two orthogonal distributions and D  

is anti-invariant, in view of (17), (39) we obtain from (40) 

          ),()],,([ XTZgTZXg                                        (41) 

In view of (5), 

          0)(  Yf                                                  (42) 

In virtue of (11) and (42), equation (41) yields 

                                                   0)],,([ TZXg   

Hence DXDX  ,,],[  : Therefore, the distribution D  is integrable. 

Theorem 3.5. Let M  be a pseudo-slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian 

manifold M . Then for any  DDYX , . 

          0)],,([ YXg                                                 (43) 

Proof:   

         ),(),()],,([  XgYgYXg YX                             (44) 

In view of (39) we have from above 

         ),(),()],,([ XgYgYXg YX                             (45) 

By (17), (45) yields 

                                                   0)],,([ YXg  

Theorem 3.6. Let M  be a pseudo-slant submanifold of a quasi-Sasakian 

manifold M . Then the anti-invariant distribution D  is integrable. 

Proof:  For any TMX , , let  

           )(21 XXPXPX                                          (46) 

where 2,1iPi  are projection maps on the distribution iD  From (46) it follows 

that 

                                            XNPXTPXNPfX 221   

                                          XTPTX 2 ,  XNPXNPNX 21   

Now for any DYX ,  and 
DZ  

          )],,[()],,([)],,([ 22 ZPYXfgZTPYXgTZYXg                 (47) 

Now  

                                              XfYfYXf YX ],[                        

                                          XfYf YX   

                      XffXYffY YYXX )()(                                        (48) 
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In view of (5) and (9) and keeping in mind that 0),( VUg  for DU   and 
DV , we obtain from 

       ),)()(()],,([ 22 ZPXYXAYAgZTPYXg fYfXfYfX              (49) 

For DYX ,  we get 0)()(  YX  . Hence Theorem 3.3 and the above 

equation yield 0)],,([ TZYXg , that is, DYX ],[  for DYX , . Therefore 

the distribution D  is integrable. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

        Here our objective is to introduce pseudo-slant submanifolds of quasi 

Sasakian manifolds and study the notion of slant pseudo-slant submanifolds of 

quasi Sasakian manifolds. Integrability conditions of the distributions on these 

submanifolds are worked out. Some interesting results regarding such manifolds 

have also been deduced. The results obtained in this paper can be used in many 

problems of dynamical system and critical point theory. 
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